The Clearview Rooms

AT CLEARVIEW MALL

Alcohol Consumption Policy and Contract
Clearview Mall wants your event to be a success. We will do our best to make it so; however, abuse of alcohol
can ruin an event. As the host, you are accountable for the behavior of your guests.
The following is our policy which has proven to be both discreet and effective:
1.
No alcoholic beverage will be consumed on Clearview Mall’s property by any person under the legal drinking age.
Valid, state-issued identification cards may be requested of any person(s) who appear to be under age at any time during
your event.
2.

In an effort to control consumption, the staff may proceed as follows when a problem is developing.
 Contact the Contracting Party, and request that they approach their guest.
 Ask for cooperation from others in the event.
 Request that the individual(s) no longer be served.
 Ask individual(s) to leave.
 Close the bar.
 Contact the police.

3.
The Contracting Party voluntarily assumes a duty to control the premises by aiding in the elimination of the
consumption of alcoholic beverages by those who are under age, or who appear to be impaired. The Contracting Party
assumes the responsibility to supply safe transportation for any guest(s) at the event who may require assistance.

*PLEASE NOTE: Violation of any of these items by Contracting Party or any of their guests, agents, etc.
will result in removal of Contracting Party and all guests, agents, etc. from the premises without refund of
payment or deposit.
Name of Contracting Party: ___________________________________________________________________________
Date of Event: _____________________

Number of Guests: ________________________

I certify there WILL or WILL NOT (circle one) be alcohol served or brought onto the premise’s for this event. I
understand if alcohol is to be served, I WILL hire at least one Merchant Security detail officer for the entire time schedule
of this event at the alcohol rate. I further understand if alcohol is discovered on the premises without the required security
rate, the *PLEASE NOTE terms stated above will be put into effect.

If serving alcohol, I WILL hire at least one Merchant Security detail officer at the alcohol rate. Initial __________

Signed By: ________________________ Print Name: __________________________ Date: _____________________
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